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SRI-3 ORNL Y-7 DCEMDIATE YESSEL TE!rf RESLLT

This is the third la a series of - to tran==it safety
researdt inforaation (SRI) to you for assistmca it may provida
in regulatory use.

De informatica transmitted in the enclosed letter from ORML
titled "Pr*19=i==v Test Results for 9eavy Sectica Steel Tech-
nology Intamadiate Test Yessel Y-7," is of high value b-me
it de-utrates additicnal w,661 evidence that a " safe">'

leak-before-
failure mode for reactor vessels may exist, namely "RSST program

-

break." You will recall that earlier this the-

showed leak behavior tzther than hh.. a flaw in a nozzle
corner is another vessel. .

De present test result is of additina=1 importance because the
fbar was la-inches Icog and five inches deep in the six inch
thick pressure vessel wall. Despite the enormity of this fisar,
the vessel still was able to sustain trica the desijpa Iced prior
to penetration of the f1me through the remaining tita lignment
of vessel materisi. It is act likely that sich a flaw could be
undetected in a reacter vessel, but even if it were, this test
shows that tha reactor would require a eq. sure of more thma
100% of its design operating pressure before lankage would occur.
Precast predictices made of tu failure pressure for this vessel

7 mal test moditicas proved to be quits accurate even though 11r==v,

elastic fracture mar *=nics were no 1 cager strictly a;plimble to
the material and tasting conditions. De results of this test,

are under conti-ing antlysis to Enh generalize the results
for application to oper=ti = 1 reactors.

Distributicm: Sincerely,
' Subj ect

DDIR L. S. Tang (1) wd " g e'iOMN Dir. rf
lierbett J. C. Touts, Director

Serpen rf Divisia of naaetre Safety Research
.

Pne1neta st
CENL test result of
v-7 - 1.es w.se 1568 072
cc: see nart page
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